
PSYCH1002  
BEHAVIOURAL NEUROSCIENCE 
Understanding how the brain works can enrich our understanding of many psychological processes 
Useful analogy for how psychology & brain interact: computer hardware vs. software 

 Division between hardware & software is greater than between brain & psychology 

Anatomy, Physiology & Neurochemistry of Nervous System   
DIVISIONS OF NERVOUS SYSTEM 
Nervous system is present throughout entire body 
N.B. Vertebrates don’t have distinction between central nervous system & peripheral nervous system 
CENTRAL NERVOUS SYSTEM (CNS) 
Consists of brain & spinal cord which are protected by: 

o Bone – provides physical protection 
o Meninges – flexible sheet made from 3 membranes between bone & nervous tissue (dura mater, 

arachnoid membrane (web-like structure filled with Cerberus spinal fluid providing shock absorption) & 
pia mater (fragile membrane directly on top of brain’s surface)) – form of physical protection (there is 
some space between brain & skull & hence can move around a bit when body is moving, hence provides 
shock absorbing protection) 

o Blood brain barrier – blood vessels supplying blood to CNS have special walls restricting entry of many 
chemicals into CNS (blood vessels have pores which allow molecules/chemicals to passively diffuse 
from our blood to tissue)  

 Antihistamines no longer make feel drowsy 

 Opiate drugs mimic neurotransmitters in brain however morphine itself doesn’t cross the blood brain 
barrier very well, hence a large amount needs to be administered by doctors 

 Heroin is more potent due to effect on blood brain barrier (molecule that can cross blood brain barrier 
& turns into morphine in the brain) 

 
SPINAL CORD 
Cable of neural fibres with ‘dorsal roots’ branching off – includes sensory nerves, motor nerves or autonomic 
nerves 
Interface between the brain & peripheral nervous system, sensory information is relayed up to brain 
Spinal reflexes – spinal cord receives sensory movement & converts into a movement without brain being 
involved (spinal cord can do some things on its own to have a quicker response) 
Much posture control also comes directly from spinal cord (contracting muscle to respond fast enough to 
remain up-right) 
 
BRAIN 
Majority of neurons (approx. 99%) are located in brain  
Responsible for complex behaviours, thoughts, perception & emotion  
Two hemispheres (bilateral symmetry) – left side of brain is connected to right side & conversely  
Ventricles: Cavities inside the brain filled with cerebro-spinal fluid (CSF) 

 Sewerage system of CNS (consequence of blood brain barrier), blockage causes hydrocephalus (inflates 
ventricle squashing brain)  

Major subdivisions of the brain include: 
1) Brainstem: At base of brain, controls life-supporting functions such as autonomic functions (functions 

that don’t have conscious access to)  

 Light coloured on images because doesn’t have much liquid 

 If there is internal bleeding, pressure pushes brain towards only opening in brain stem which leads to 
coma/death  

2) Cerebellum: Control of precision movements (if have damaged cerebellum via stroke will result in very 
uncoordinated movements, speech may also be affected), on top of brainstem (‘small brain’), is very 



densely packed with neurons, is constantly making fast calculations (what needs to be done to have 
smooth movement)   

3) Thalamus & Hypothalamus: Thalamus is sensory relay to cortex whilst hypothalamus is involved in 
hormonal regulation/motivational control (hypothalamus is below thalamus), can select what stimulus to 
attend to (filters what sensory information is passed on to the rest of your brain), plays a role in sleep  

N.B. There are areas of the hypothalamus that do differ between men & women (some evidence that they 
also differ depending on sexual orientation)  
4) Limbic System: Involved in control of emotion & memory (damage can cause emotional disturbances), 

form a system within themselves (functioning strongly related to one another), (wraps around thalamus) 
5) Basal Ganglia: Involved in making decisions about action & thought (makes different calculations to 

cerebellum), group of structures co-located around limbic system, Parkinson’s disease influences the 
functioning of the basal ganglia (difficulty initiating movement and can also lead to dementia)  

6) Neocortex: Has four lobes: (convoluted sheet on top of brain) 

 Frontal lobes – support planning & executive function, includes long-term planning (largest lobe 
– characteristic of humans) 

 Parietal lobes – understanding space & how to move in it, sense of touch occurs in very front of 
parietal lobe, somatosensory cortex (map of body) 

 Temporal lobes – involved in memory & language (below frontal) 

 Occipital lobes – devoted to vision (back of brain), have biggest amount of brain devoted just to 
processing vision (other animals use smell a lot more)  

Cortex has up to six distinct layers based on functions (thickness of cortex is fixed at roughly a cm) although is 
very adaptive regarding what it can do (having more cortex refers to having more surface area)  

 Can’t fit flat sheet on brain, cortex is scrunched up so that can fit 
7) Corpus Callosum: Collection of ‘cables’ connecting two hemispheres, when corpus callosum is cut, end 

up with very separate hemispheres  
N.B. ‘Only use 10% of our brains’ is an urban myth 
Brain is very energy demanding (requires 15% of total blood flow & uses 25% oxygen) although weighs <2% 

 Loss of oxygen to brain leads to loss of consciousness in 10seconds & irreversible brain damage in 
minutes 

N.B. Tortoise can walk around for hours with no oxygen to brain 
 
PERIPHERAL NERVOUS SYSTEM 
Includes sensory nerves, motor nerves, autonomic nervous system & enteric nervous system 
Sensory: Input to CNS from sensory organs (e.g. eye, ear, vestibular apparatus or skin) 

 Nerves travel from sensory organ & convey sensory information to brain, touch/pain receptors in skin 
are conveying sensory information 

 If located in head then goes directly to brain not spinal cord 
Motor: Output from CNS to muscles  

 Nerve cells start in brain/spinal cord and travel to muscles to produce movement 
 
AUTONOMIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ANS) 
Controls many non-voluntary bodily functions (e.g. blood pressure or pupil size), important life-supporting 
functions that are unaware of (e.g. digestive system or secreting saliva)  
Includes two branches: (opposite effects but both controlled by brain) 

1) Sympathetic: Prepares for action, increases heart rate, loss of blood-flow to stomach (e.g. butterflies) 
2) Parasympathetic: Involved in rest/recuperation, slows heart down, lowers blood pressure & increases 

digestive processes in gut  
 
ENTERIC NERVOUS SYSTEM (ENS) 
An independent nervous system – experiments where can function by itself when severed from autonomic 
Interacts with brain via sympathetic & parasympathetic nervous system (NS) although can also function 
independently 
Present in walls of gastro-intestinal tract 
Controls digestive activity (peristalsis (contractions in gut) & secretion of enzymes) & sense physical/chemical 
conditions of gut (affects sense of hunger) 



Uses same neurotransmitters as in brain (including dopamine & serotonin) – 95% of serotonin is in gut 
 

COMPARATIVE NEUROANATOMY 
Nervous system is almost a defining feature of animals – sea sponge is the only member of animal kingdom  
without a nervous system  

 Roundworm has simplest discovered neuron system (302 neurons) 
Nervous system has more complex organization in insects – clusters of neurons (ganglia) forming cord or 
(brain) with some specialization of neurons  
Vertebrates have separation between PNS & CNS (increasing complexity)  

 Large differences in relative size of different regions of the brain among vertebrates  
Elephant has largest brain 
Split into spinal cord, forebrain (telencephalon & diencephalon), midbrain & highbrain (what has changed the 
most among vertebrates) 

 Forebrain size increases from fish to cat to human etc.  
Large increases in size of forebrain across vertebrates, appearance (& enlargement) of neocortex in mammals  
 

Anatomy & Physiology of Neurons 

ANATOMY OF A NEURON 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Have long fibers extending from them, the smaller ones 
are dendrites and the thick, long one is the axon – splits 
into more fibers at the end (terminal axon) 
Axon varies in length between neurons (in brain are short because a receiving/sending signals in a very localized 
region) 

 Are extremely thin, but can be a meter long (particularly in other large animals) 
 
Neurons convey signals (binary signals – i.e. on or off) from point A to point B 
Neurons are covered in a lipid membrane which is semipermeable (not permeable to water), allowing the neuron 
to control the concentration of positively & negatively charged ions inside it  

 There are a lot of positively charged ions outside (particularly sodium) & inside the difference in the 
concentration of ions is such that the inside is negative with respect to outside 

 In its normal resting state the inside of the neuron is negatively charged in comparison to the outside (is 
polarized due to this difference in electrical charge between outside & inside of neuron)  

 Positive & negative charges attract each-other, electrical forces want to push the positive forces inside 
which creates potential energy 

 
ACTION POTENTIAL (ALL OR NONE) 
At specific moments (lasting a few milliseconds) the neuron can reverse this polarity by becoming positively 
charged inside & negative outside by opening channels that let ions enter & exit & in these moments the neuron 
is depolarized  

 Is only brief because positively charged ions quickly rush back out 
Neuron can be in two states: 

1) ‘off’ when polarised (at rest) 
2) ‘on’ when it flips into depolarised state  

Neuron can only remain on for a small fraction of a second but because is so brief can spike (switch on & off) 
frequently (many times a second) 
N.B. This behavior is either all the way on or not at all (is binary – either on or off) – i.e. no half way with action 
potentials 



Action potentials will be triggered by input from another neuron & will travel down axon to other end 
Propagation of Action Potential – AP is localized to small segment of membrane & spreads along membrane 

 Hyperpolarisation after AP prevents it from moving back onto itself (can’t have another action 
potential) – important to prevent action potential doubling back on itself as want a single discrete event 

 
MYELIN 
Lipid substance coating the axon which is impermeable to water 
& negatively/positively charged ions in the physiological solution 
of the brain 
Hence, myelin covers the ion channels in the membrane itself & 
when ion channels open nothing happens because is blocked by 
myelin  

 However, myelin is made up of segments with small gaps 
between, each segment of myelin is just short enough that an actual potential when ions arrive in one 
gap can trigger action potential in another  

Myelin prevents depolarization (which can only occur at gaps between myelin sheath) 

 Myelin speeds up propagation of action potential (action potential jumps from gap to gap meaning can 
skip along the axon faster) 

N.B. Some neurons in the nervous system have myelin & some don’t (those with myelin are faster) 

 Some neurons don’t need to travel a long distance & hence don’t need to be faster 
Our bodies have two types of pain fibers: 

o C-fiber (axons don’t have myelin)  
o A-delta fiber (has myelin which leads to more immediate activation of pain receptors) 

 
NEURONAL FUNCTION 
Neurons are digital & can only convey a small bit of information at a time (either the state on or off)  
Whilst this seems limited, can convey a greater clarity of signal (alternative to digital is analog coding – treating 
spectrum of information in continuous fashion – would mean that size of action potential meant something) 

 This can be misleading & increase difficulty in distinguishing one signal from another 

 Hence, digital has a discrete categorical nature to it which means there is less ambiguity  
Sophistication of brain function result of: 

o High speed information transmission 
o Enormous number of neurons (more scope regarding quantity of information that can be transmitted)  
o Complexity of connections between neurons (circuitry) – are not independently turning on/off  

Way neurons work with each other varies because there are a variety of chemicals released which have different 
effects on subsequent neuron (adds degree of richness to type of information being conveyed)  
 
Can we build artificial brains with computers? Can mimic binary behavior of neurons, achieving the circuity is 
however difficult (individual neuron can connect to many neuron which varies strength of signal which creates a 
huge increase in the complexity in which the circuit can behave) 
 
Certain drugs work by interfering with action potentials 

 E.g. anaesthetics (local & general) penetrate neuronal membrane & block opening of ion channels  

 Alcohol can also penetrate neuron membrane & impair generation of action potentials (result of its lipid 
solubility)  

 Ability to control membrane is affected by atmospheric pressure (e.g. drinking alcohol on airplane is 
more dangerous) 

 
NEURON INTERACTION 
Synapses: Small junctions formed by neurons 
Neurons communicate across synapses 
Small number of synapses where membranes of two neurons are so close have fused & the electrical charges 
(action potential) can pass directly from neuron into another 
However the vast majority of neurons communicate via chemical transmission across synapses  



 Synaptic cleft (gap) is 10-20nm (billionth of a mm – smaller than wavelength of light) wide, therefore 
transmission is very fast 

 
NEUROTRANSMISSION 
During action potential sodium ions rush in & potassium ions rush out, 
calcium ions also rushing in (these are important when action potential reaches 
terminal because they have an effect on vesicles)  
Vesicles: Small bubble filled with neurotransmitter chemical (chemical not just 
free-floating) 
As action potential arrives at terminal of 1st neuron specialized chemicals called 
neurotransmitters (NT) in vesicles are released into synapse from terminal 
(contents spilled out into synapse) 
NTs diffuse across synapse & bind to receptors on 2nd neuron – binding is 
highly specific (will not bind to receptors of other neurotransmitters) 

 Analogous to lock & key transmission 

 This causes changes in 2nd neuron  
Receptors: Large protein molecule that has a particular structure in it where the chemical NT binds onto 
protein receptor & causes changes in the membrane that can lead to sodium ions entering & action potential 
being triggered  
NTs can be excitatory (promote action in potential 2nd neuron) or inhibitory (block action potential) 
Effect of NTs must be brief, therefore effect ended by: 

 Enzymes in synapse that destroy the NT 

 Re-uptake of NT into pre-synaptic terminal (pumps located in membrane that suck NT out of synapse 
& capturing it back into pre-synaptic terminal & recycled – re-uptake) 

Glutamate is a neurotransmitter, when binds to glutamate receptor, slightly alters three-dimensional 
configuration of glutamate receptor & this change opens sodium channel which lets positively charged sodium 
ions into second neuron (depolarizing it) 

 Another prevalent neurotransmitter is gaba (inhibitory NT) – binds to gaba receptor which lets chlorine 
ions in (negatively charged), chlorine enters post-synaptic neuron & hyperpolarizes neuron (less 
susceptible to action potential)  

 
NEUROPHARMACOLOGY 
Psychoactive drugs affect functioning of neurons, most influence synaptic 
communication by mimicking or blocking neurotransmitters 
Some drugs look sufficiently similar to NT & can bind to that receptor but lack 
property that allows them to activate receptor (some drugs work by blocking 
receptors, occupying them & blocking neurotransmitter)  
Drugs can influence the release, re-uptake, enzymatic destruction or receptor-binding 
of neurotransmitters  

 May interfere with pump that takes NT out of synapse, hence are increasing 
the effect of NT but increasing time spent in synapse (enhancing net effect on 
neurotransmitter in system) 

 
‘Recreational’ drugs: 

o Opiates (heroin, morphine & codeine) mimic brain’s opioid NTs (have inhibitory effect on neuron) 
o Cocaine, amphetamines & ecstasy promote transmission of dopamine, noradrenaline & serotonin 
o Nicotine stimulates acetylcholine receptors  
o Caffeine blocks adenosine receptors  

Therapeutic drugs:  
o Benzodiazepines (e.g. valium) enhance inhibitory effects of GABA 
o Most antischizophrenic drugs block dopamine 
o Antidepressant drugs enhance serotonin & noradrenaline transmission (e.g. by blocking re-uptake)  
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